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AJS
Extra
Are open this
summer
break.
See page 3
for more
details

This is not the end of term that we had planned! We have a number of traditional
events that signal the end of the academic year—Enterprise Week, Activity Sports,
the Fun Run, Year 6 production and our wonderful ‘Farewell Celebration’ for both
staff and our Year 6. However, it is as it is and we have much to be optimistic
about. Children know who their new class teacher is and can come in to meet them
and spend some time in their new classrooms very soon. They have the chance for
a meet up with their existing class and have some fun with clay and samba next
week. The development of the school site continues and the governors have just
agreed to a huge investment in play and climbing apparatus. The design for our
new playground is complete and we are now awaiting planning permission. We
have invested in beautiful new art work—created by the children—to further improve the quad and other areas of the school. As with all good organisations, we
are not standing still—this is a great time to be at AJS!

A reminder that the school will close at 1.00pm on Friday 17th July—the last
day of term for year 6 and key worker children.
We will be using our planned INSET days
Monday 20th and Tuesday 21st to provide transition
opportunities for the children in years 4, 5 and 6 next year. The
classrooms require preparation and a deep clean before then.
This beautiful work
of art is installed in
the quad area. It
was created by the
children currently
attending school
who all designed
gorgeous feathers
that have been put
together for a wonderful collective art
piece.
The inscription
reads;
“What if I fall?
Oh, but darling,
what if you fly?”
From J.M. Barrie’s
‘Peter Pan’. It is
modelled by one of
our ‘little angels’,
Christopher!

Doodletastic!
We are delighted to share with you that one of our teachers, Mrs.
Pounds, has been named by Doodle as their Teacher of the
Week! While the programme is used internationally in over 150
countries, Mrs. Pounds has been recognised by Doodle due to
her fantastic encouragement of our pupils in their learning. This includes working hard to stay up-to-date with new developments, working with the Doodle team to improve the programmes, and helping
others to become as proficient with Doodle as she is. As well as
sending our congratulations to Mrs. Pounds, we’d also like to
recognise the children of the school for their hard work on Doodle
Maths and Spelling. Keep it up!

SAY CHEESE!
The children in school at the moment are following the topic menu choice of FOOD! They had a cheesetasting session which was, for some, delicious and others not so—but for all of us...hilarious! Look at
some of the expressions here….

Vinnie wasn’t sure
about ‘Blue Vinny’!
An email was sent home
Thursday regarding class
and leavers
photos. If you wish to purchase your child’s photograph you can do so via
www.orderphotos.co.uk using the online code in the
email. If you have an queries then please do not hesitate to contact sales@fraserportraits.com

Will you join the Silly Squad?
Hampshire Libraries Summer Reading Challenge
This year, Silly Squad, the Summer Reading Challenge 2020, will celebrate funny books, happiness
and laughter. https://summerreadingchallenge.org.uk/

There have recently been
some unwanted issues with
users of Roblox:
An online game that is age
rated 13+
Please follow this link for
information including the
Chatting and Friend
Requests section.
http://
ashleyjuniorschool.co.uk/wp-content/uploads/2019/10/Roblox-Parents-Guide-V2081118.pdf
During this difficult time, we all become more reliant communicating online, so it is very
important to have conversations about online safety. It can be difficult to know how to
start talking to your child about what they’re doing online or who they might be speaking
to. But talking regularly will help your child feel relaxed and mean that when they do
have any worries, they’re more likely to come and speak to you. It can help to:








reassure them that you’re interested in their life, offline and online. Recognise that
they’ll be using the internet to research homework as well as talking to their friends.
ask your child to show you what they enjoy doing online or apps they’re using so
you can understand them.
be positive but also open about anything you’re worried about. You could say “I
think this site’s really good” or “I’m a little worried about things I’ve seen here.”
ask them if they’re worried about anything and let them know they can come to you.
ask them about their friends online and how they know they are who they say they
are.
listen for the reasons why your child wants to use apps or sites you don’t think are
suitable, so you can talk about these together.
ask your child what they think’s okay for children of different ages so they feel involved in the decision making.

Please follow the Link below to find some helpful and tips for some of the very popular
Apps.
If you have any concerns or just want to have a little more info please do not hesitate to
contact me.

http://ashleyjuniorschool.co.uk/keeping-safe-guides/
Be safe

Super Learners!

Look at Jayzack’s funny drawings!
Great work everyone.

Great news!
Music tuition will be
able to start again
week commencing
21st September.

Which one are you
going to learn?

